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Foreword
Ghaghara River is the largest tributaries of Ganges River system. This river cuts through Himalayas
in Nepal and joins Sharda River in India, hence is trans-boundary in nature. In Nepal’s case Karnali,
Babai and West Rapti River contribute largely to Ghaghara catchment and all these perennial
rivers bring annual episodes of flood in the northern plains of Nepal and India. So, trans-boundary
cooperation and collaborations is necessary to manage this cross-border flooding and reduce loss of
lives and properties across Nepal and India.
Community based Flood Early Warning System (CBFEWS), are operational in major river basins
of Nepal including Karnali, West Rapti and Babai River. Participation of local communities via
Community Disaster Management Committees (CDMCs) and task forces have been found effective in
complimenting the flow of flood warnings across vulnerable communities and making communities
well-resourced and prepared for flood response. However, these kinds of community practices
have hardly gone beyond borders for transboundary information exchange and risk information
sharing across Nepal and India. Realizing the essence of trans-boundary information exchange,
Practical Action andPurbanchal Gramin Vikas Sanstha (PGVS), a Lucknow based NGO of India
jointlyestablished linkages between upstream communities of Nepal to downstream communities
of India along KarnaliRiver. Working with border communities, Civil Society Organisations (CSOs),
entrepreneurs, journalists and humanitarian agencies of Nepal and India, a loose network
forinformation sharing have been developed and put into practice to jointly cope with Karnali flood.
This network is now serving as a gateway to share and exchange flood related information across
vulnerable border communities and platform for discussions and advocacy on cross-border issues to
relevant government entities of both countries.
This paper discusses the need of community level coordination and collaboration for flood
information exchange across Indo-Nepal Border. Presenting a case study from Ghagara (Karnali/
Sharda) River basin where border communities are taking initiativesfor flood risk information sharing.
This paper highlights the key issues, challenges and prospects for cross-border collaboration to
jointly cope with the trans-border river flooding across India and Nepal.This initiative is a part
of Global Flood Resilience Programme undertaken by multi-year resilience alliance of Z Zurich
Foundation,Practical Action, International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
(IFRC), International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) and Wharton Business School's
Risk Management and Decision Processes Center (Wharton).
I hope this document will be helpful to understand the cross border early warning communication
across border communities and provide evidence for practitioners and policy makers of India and
Nepal to jointly work on extending CBFEWSacross borders to save more lives and properties.

Achyut Luitel
Regional Director
Practical Action South Asia Regional Office
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Executive Summary
Practical Action has been working in Babai, West Rapti and Karnali River Basins of western lowland
in Nepal to support local people and government stakeholders establish and institutionalise flood
Early Warning System (EWS). The adopted approach is to capacitate local communities for analysing
local flood risk, developing community action points against the identified risk and link them with
available information and services of government.
Community Disaster Management Committees (CDMCs) lead this process with five different task
forces. As all these three rivers of Nepal flow down towards India, the flood in these rivers create
greater effects in India compared to Nepal. Therefore, developing mechanism to share the risk
information from upstream (i.e. Nepal) to downstream (India) can make a bigger impact saving lives
and properties during flooding season in these cross border rivers.
Realising the importance, joint effort taken by Practical Action and Purbanchal Gramin Vikas Sanstha
(PGVS), a Lucknow based Indian NGO jointly developed a mechanism for sharing risk information
from communities of Nepal to those in India.
For sharing information across the borders, a network has been formed at local level with
representation from among the communities, civil society organisations, entrepreneurs, journalists
and humanitarian organisations of both countries. The network members meet periodically to discuss
the cross border issues and set priority of their work. They also frequently meet the local government
authorities of respective countries to share their effort for saving lives and properties across the
borders.
Based on the threshold level of flood in three hydrological stations: Chisapani Station of Karnali,
Chepang Station of Babai and Kusum Station of Rapti River in Nepal, lead time is customised for the
Indian side. Likewise, mechanism of sharing the information from upstream members to downstream
is developed through use of direct phone contact, SMS and WhatsApp. A clear communication chart
describing who should contact whom during emergency is developed by the network so that every
members of the network are accountable towards informing their contemporary members from Nepal
to India.
This community led informal sharing mechanism has been found effective in last two years to
share risk information across the borders. Local communities of downstream area have admired
the prior information they received from their upstream neighbours and local government of both
countries also shared their positive feedback for strengthening flood preparedness. The government
authorities of India at local level are interested to develop cross border flood risk information sharing
mechanism;however, limitation remained at diplomatic channel of two countries for sharing such
information. Developing mechanism and procedure to share risk information across the border during
the time of disaster is therefore very important taking the lessons from the community work.
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1. Introduction
Sharing of risk information is one of the key factors that contribute to reduction of disaster risk.
Information on frequency and magnitude of hazard and its potential consequences on livelihood and
environment are very important in order to make people aware about the risk and actions to be taken
at such time. Generation and dissemination of timely and meaningful warning information remains
crucial in making people capable to prepare and act appropriately during hazard and get enough
time to reduce the chances of damage or loss 1. Community based Early Warning System (EWS) with
participation of local communities involving existing organisational set up and mechanism is found
very effective in reducing disaster risk. It facilitates local communities to utilise local resources
and capacities to prepare and respond to disaster risk. Realising the importance of sharing of risk
information in disaster risk management, communities residing across border areas have established
linkages (upstream to downstream) and developed a sharing mechanism of flood risk information in
many countries. This paper discusses the community initiatives for sharing flood risk information
across Indo-Nepal border in Ghagara River Basin.
Ghagara River is a major part of Ganges River System. The total catchment area of the Ghagara River
is about 132,000 sq km 45 per cent of which lies in India. There are four major rivers: Mahakali,

Figure 1 Study areas, Bharaich District in India and Bardiya and Banke District in Nepal

Karnali, Babai and West Rapti within Ghagara River System. Mahakali and Karnali originate from
higher Himalayas whereas Babai and West Rapti originate from Middle Mountain in Nepal. Since
the Karnali, Babai and West Rapti Rivers are most problematic during flooding season in Nepal, its
consequences in Indian part also remains severe.
The study area is Bharaich District in India in downstream and Bardiya and Banke Districts drained by
Karnali, Babai and West Rapti in Nepal in upstream (Map1). This study is based on both the primary
and secondary sources of information Published as well as unpublished documents were reviewed and
statistics on flood damages recorded by the concerned authority were also collected and analysed.
Key informants such as gauge readers, members of Community Disaster Management Committee
(CDMC), chief administrators and security personnel at district level were interviewed while collecting
information about cross border EWS focusing on community based initiatives.
UNISDR. 2006. Global survey of early warning systems: An assessment of capacities, gaps and opportunities towards building a
comprehensive global early warning system for all natural hazards, United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction,
Geneva, Switzerland, http://www.unisdr.org/2006/ppew/info-resources/ewc3/Global-Survey-of-Early-Warning-Systems.pdf,
2006.<Accessed 17 February, 2017>.
1
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2. Flood in Cross Border Rivers and its Effects
Singh and Awasthi (2011) mentioned that Ghagara is a unique river with respect to fluctuation
of discharge (very high discharge during monsoon and very low discharge during dry season), and
they also mentioned that the main reasons behind flooding in this river is heavy precipitation and
geomorphic processes such as landslides, debris flow, landslide dam and landslide dam outburst flood
associated with heavy precipitation.
According to post disaster survey of District Emergency Operation Center (DEOC) 2, Bardia, Nepal, the
deadly flood of Karnali in 2014 damaged 17,379 houses (3,859 completely and 13,517 partially)
affecting 93,030 individuals and 3,569 ha agricultural land in Nepal. But its effects in downstream
part in India was much heavier with 26 human casualties affecting 566,000 individual and 137,000
ha agricultural land (Table 1).
Table 1 Loss and damages caused by floods in Ghagara in Bahraich District, India in chorographical
chronological order.3

Year of
Flood

Total Land
Affected
(Ha)

Population
Affected
(No)

Loss of
Agricultural
crop
(Worth INR
million)

Human
Casualties
(No)

Number
of Village
Panchayat
affected

2009

62,916

45,4000

8.6

23

NA

NA

2.5

2010

36,836

163,658

91

18

87

630

1.8

2011

2,357

107,905

85

2

65

419

0.3

2012

2,357

71,992

53

3

59

352

3

2013

36,836

98,843

32

13

66

365

1.9

2014

137,000

566,000

29,347

26

230

NA

3.9

Total Amount
Total
distributed by Govt.
Settlement
for Compensation
Affected
(million INR)

Source: District Disaster Management Plan Bahraich, India (2015-2016)

2
3

DEOC Bardia (2014), Flood effect report of 2014 flood in Karnali.
Bahraich District India ( 2015), District Disaster Management Plan Bahraich District, India (2015-2016)
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3. Practical Action's Effort to Promote Community
Based Flood Early Warning
To help people of flood prone areas in Nepal during flooding season, Practical Action worked in
Babai and West Rapti River since 2007 and in Karnali River since 2014 to support local people and
government stakeholders for establishing and institutionalising the community based flood EWS.
Practical Action implemented two projects- Strengthening Capacities of Communities for Disaster
Risk Reduction and Early Warning (SCORE) and Strengthening Actions for Fostering Resilience
through Early Warning and Risk Sensitive Planning (SAFER) projects funded by the European Union
and its replication and upscaling in Karnali is being done by Nepal Flood Resilience Project (NFRP)
supported by Z Zurich Foundation of Zurich Insurance Company Switzerland.
In all these initiatives, local communities in each hamlet were mobilised and Community Disaster
Management Committees (CDMCs) were formed. These committees are registered in local
government authorities (Municipalities and Rural Municipalities). Each CDMC are further supported
by five different task forces with clear and definite roles and responsibilities before flood, during
flood and after flood events. All the activities at community level are implemented under the
leadership of CDMCs and each of them together with their task forces are capacitated with series of
trainings, interactions and orientations in close coordination with government authorities from central
to local level.
Once the local communities in the Nepal's territory started such community based activities and
got early warning messages about flood, huge demand was raised by the communities in Indian to
develop the early warning information sharing mechanism with Nepalese neighbours. So Practical
Action joined hands with a project implemented by Lucknow based Purbanchal Gramin Vikas
Sansthan (PGVS) in Ghagara River of Indian side to build the synergy for informal communication
between the bordered communities of Nepal and India.
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4. Community to Community Information Exchange
Across Nepal India Border
In Nepal, flood risk information reached to the local communities through multiple channels like
phone, SMS, FM Radios, television and websites of Department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DHM)
Nepal. There is a systematic information flow and dissemination channels developed at the local
level. Key leaders of each of the CDMCs are oriented about the threshold level of floods and the use
of system and communication channels. After getting the information by community leaders, the
community task force members disseminate information to each of the households through use of
techniques like megaphone, flags of different colours and home to home visits.
In Indian part, communication of risk information to local communities is heavily leaded by
government authorities. The central government produces alert messages, shares them to state
government which further sharing to district and sub district level government authorities. The
alert messages are also made available to lowest government entity, the Panchayat, through phone
and SMS. However, there lies gap in the dissemination of information to local communities from
Panchayat level. Even if the local communities received any alert message, they cannot disseminate
the messages to individual households without permission of Gram Pradhan who is the head of local
Panchayat. Further, it takes time for Indian government for formal dissemination of information of
real time flood information from different gauge stations of Nepal to its local Panchayat. In order
to manage this gap, the NGO working with Indian community with support of Christian Aid formed
CDMCs and different task forces together with establishing a local flood measurement station in
different communities who are living near Karnali (Ghagara in India), Babai (Sarayu in India) and
West Rapti (Rapti in India).
These communities and task forces were trained in their respective roles before, during and after
the floods. In order to get the information about flood levels in different gauge stations of Karnali,
Babai and West Rapti Rivers in Nepal, a cross border flood early warning network comprising the
representatives from communities, NGOs, local business people and journalists from both the
countries has been formed (Table 2).
Table 2 Members of Cross Border Flood EWS Network

SN Representation

Member
Nepal

India

Total

1

CDMC/Task forces from each of the three different river banks

3

3

6

2

Member from Local Journalist Association

1

1

2

3

Representative of Local Businessman Association

1

1

2

4

Member from Humanitarian Organization (e.g. Red cross)

1

0

1

5

NGO representatives

1

1

2

Total

7

6

13

This network, a loose forum acts as a voluntary institution to exchange their information across
the network members of two different countries. The exchange is more within contemporary
representatives (e.g. from CDMC members of Nepal to similar member in India, like journalists of
Nepal to journalists in India) using mobile phones and SMSs. To increase the access of information
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Karnali-Ghagra Early Warning System
9M

10M

11M

Department of Hydrology and
Meteorology
www.hydrology.gov.np

Hydrology station Karnali
977-9848490152 (Parbati Gurung)
977-091-414045 (Office)

Nepal Community
Rajapur Municipality, Sangharsanagar:
00977-98481554345, 00977-9815534577
(Raju Chaudhary)
Rajapur Municipality, Dalai:
00977-9814540413 (Milu Ram Tharu,
00977 -9814594806 (Asha Chaudhary)

Khairichandanpur VDC, Lalpur:
00977- 9848098106, 00977-9804566763
(Angaram Chaudhary)Khairchandanpur VDC,
Jhapti: 977-9848065245,
977-9822466556, 00977-9815598633
(Ram Nath Gautam)

India Community
PGVS EWS Centre & Flood Control Room
Nanpara-Kamal +919792179433, KK
Tripathi-+917800198000
EWS Centre Maiku Purwa: +919984357006,
EWS Centre Daraiya Kutti,
Mahsi-+919648777885,
EWS Centre Pure Balu Gonda:
+919453894887

Tehsil Mahsi: +919451913942,
Tehsil Nanpara: +919450748863,
Sub District Magistrate, Mahsi:
+919454416034,
Sub District Magistrate, Nanpara:
+919454416034, Apda Babu, Gonda:
+919839382174,
Sub District Magistrate Tarabganj:
+919454416074

Figure 2 Karnali Ghagra EWS communication chart

to network members and also to enhance their cross collaboration for exchanging/accessing
information, a communication chart (Figure 1) with details of all contact numbers has been
developed and shared.
Despite communication within the members, network members of downstream communities in
India also verify the flood levels in Nepal part with the gauge readers of Nepal through phone.
They also contact their district/sub district level local government authorities in India and regularly
monitor the flood level in their local gauge station. If the flood level in their nearby station is found
increasing, they inform their Panchayat leader to get approval for disseminating the information to
each household in their communities. Megaphones, sirens, house to house visit and flags of different
colours are common communication techniques they used to disseminate the flood risk information
at household level after the approval of Panchayat leaders.
"If our single phone call saves life of people living in the downstream, it is a matter of pride
for us. It is not subject of bilateral relationship between Nepal and India but relationship
between our family members."
Babulal Pandey
Cross Border EWS Network Member
RaptiSonari, Bankey, Nepal.
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5. Threshold Level of Three Different Rivers and Lead Time
The threshold set by the Department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DHM), Government of Nepal
(GoN) in three key gauge stations: Chisapani of Karnali, Chepang of Babai and Kusum of West Rapti
for downstream flood affected area of Nepal has been modified for the Indian community depending
upon the distance from gauge station to community and river span (Table 3) . All the threshold level
for India is lesser than Nepal except Rapti where the situation is contrary to that. Lesser threshold
level in India is because of other small streams coming in the main rivers below the gauge stations
where as in Rapti,the river span is significantly larger in Indian side as compared to Nepal. Network
members of respective rivers are aware of all the threshold levels and local communities of respective
countries are oriented through series of trainings, orientations, extension materials, street dramas,
mock drills and community interactions.
Table 3 Threshold of Cross Border Rivers for Nepal and India

Level

Karnali (Chisapani)

Babai(Chepang)

Rapti (Kusum)

Nepal

India

Nepal

India

Nepal

India

Normal

<9m

< 8.75 m

<5m

<4m

< 4.5 m

<7m

Alert

9m

8.75m

5.0 m

4m

4.5 m

7m

Warning

10 m

9.5 m

5.5 m

5m

8.5 m

Danger

11 m

10.4m

6m

1.5 m

5.4m

9.5m

5m

The lead time for different communities inside Nepal and India also differs depending upon the river
characteristics. Inside Nepal, the lead time for the nearest community (i.e. the community living near
the gauge station where threshold level is taken) to the farthest (i.e. .the communities living farthest
from the gauge station) also differs according to river. In Karnali,the lead time ranges from 1.5 to
4 hours in Nepal whereas it is about 7 hours for nearest communities of India (Table 4). In Babai,
the lead time in Nepal ranges from 3 to 7 hours and in India, it remains about 9 hour. Similarly in
Raptiit is 3 to 6 hours in Nepal and about 7 hours for India.
Table 4 Lead Time for Nepal and India

River/Gauge Station
Karnali/Chisapani
Babai/Chepang
Rapti/Kusum

Nepal
(Nearest-Farthest Community)

India
( Nearest Community)

1.5-4 hour

7 hour

3-7 hour

9 hour

3-6 hour

7 hour
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6. Knowledge of Threshold Level/Lead Time to Network
Members and Community
Network members are trained through series of joint trainings, observation visits and sharing events
in order to clearly communicate the risk information (specially the threshold level and lead time).
Nepalese gauge readers who are the key real time flood level information suppliers are taken to
visit downstream communities (both in Nepal and India) every year to interact with the local people
as well as to have clear physiographic knowledge. This has increased the interface between gauge
readers and local people who can exchange phone directly to each other during flooding time.
Similarly, there is a practice of joint training to network member before monsoon to provide update
about the threshold levels, improved flood forecasting system in Nepal and flood inundation
mapping. This has increased their confidence to exchange risk information. After about half a
decade of continuous effort, it has been found that the network is now in a self-functioning state
working as a loose forum dedicated to humanitarian work.

7. Information Sharing during 2017 Flood
The flood of 6thAugust of 2017 affected 79 Gram Panchayats and 400 villages of the Bahraich District
of India. Its effects in upstream was also very devastating. Twelve people lost life and 3,351 houses
remained completely damaged in Nepal side (Table 5). However, loss of life in Indian side was zero. It
was claimed by the network that 400,000 vulnerable people in India received flood risk information
through the initiation of cross border information sharing mechanism and saved life during devastating
2017 floods. Government authorities in India also used the upstream information received by the
communities for necessary preparedness.
"2017 flood was more dangerous than the one in 2014 but we had zero loss of life and we
sustained a minimal damage to properties due to early warning information we received from our
fellow in Nepal"
Ram Pyari
CDMC Task Force Member
Shivapurva, Baharaich, India
Table 5 Loss and damages from 2017 Floods in Nepal

SN

Basin

Total
Human
Casualties

Completely
Damaged HHs

Partially
Damaged Hhs

1

Karnali

0

7

234

17.8

1,341.6

2

Babai

4

2,273

16,906

5,543.3

2,163.6

3

West Rapti

8

1,071

15,737

5,622

NA

Total

12

3,351

32,877

11,183.1

Source: DEOC, Bardia and Bankey districts, 2017
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Loss of Agri.
Total Estimated
Land (Ha) Damage (Million, NPR)

8. Government Support for Cross Border Risk
Information Sharing
Government to government communication between countries follows a diplomatic channel (between
Foreign Ministry of Nepal to Foreign Ministry of India). But for border security and emergency purposes,
local government authorities (Chief District Officer of Nepal and District Magistrate of India) formally meet
at least twice a year. Key discussion agenda in those meetings is for border security, controlling criminal
activities and trade issues.
During flooding time, DHM of Nepal share the real flood information of Chisapani, Kusum and
Chepanggauge station every three hour to Patna based meteorological division of India using wireless
phone. Similarly, the Armed Policy Force (APF) deployed for Nepalese border security and Border
Security Force (BSF) of India also communicate during disaster time. Direct contact from Indian
Authority to Nepalese counterpart is also in practice to take risk information during extreme cases.
"There is people to people relationship between communities of India and Nepal as both the border
and communities are connected. This relationship is vital to share information during emergency
situation. We can harness this opportunity for sharing risk information through government level
discussion and mutual understanding."
Narayan Prasad Bhattarai
Chief District Officer, District Administration
"The information received by the Indian communities from Nepal side is invaluable because it
provides 8 to 10 hours’ time for us to prepare for getting ready to go to safer locations as well as to
save valuable goods and properties. Formal sharing of information at government to government level
is also important which we can promote through bilateral discussion."
Santosh Kumar Roy
District Magistrate, Bahraich District, Uttar Pradesh, India
In Tahashil Office of Nanpara India which lies in the border district of Nepal,a real time flood display
board has been installed which shows the real flood level of Chisapani(Nepal) at their office.
		
"I am impressed by the network’s role in informal sharing the flood early warning information to
flood vulnerable households living near the Ghagara, Saryuand RaptiRivers of Bahraich District.
The information we received from Nepal was very helpful to plan preparedness activities during
2017 flood."
S.P. Sukla
Sub District Magistrate, Tahashil Office,Nanpara, India
This has provided opportunity for them to have instant message during flooding time. DHM of Nepal
is providing this service from humanitarian ground.
In recent days, the cross border flood EWS network is continuously interacting with the respective
government authorities to increase their access to information that are received by government of
upstream country (Nepal) to downstream (India). Network meets government authority of both countries
before monsoon to advocate about the flood preparedness and to ensure the timely exchange of
information down to real flood victims.
After continuous sharing and interaction among the government authorities and network members, their
interface in recent days is increasing and they have covered the contact numbers of government offices/
officers in the network's communication chart (Figure 2). Further, the network is getting constructive
support from the government authorities for their commendable role to save lives and properties of flood
vulnerable people.
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9. Issues and Challenges
• Expensive Phone Tariff
Communication between the network members of Nepal and India is only limited to mobile
phones. Mobile phones’ network in both the countries is very poor especially in the area where
the network members live. It further gets disturbed when weather worsens and heavy rain occurs.
Also, it requires international tariff to call one another. Rate of phone calls from India to Nepal is
very expensive (INR 12/minute) for community people (as highlighted in Box 6). This makes them
hesitant to be in regular touch unless the situation is concerning due to heavy rain. But rain in the
upstream region is the cause of flooding rather than localised rain in the downstream, as there is
no any government level mechanism and commitment to share this types of information.
"Making phone calls to Nepalese fellow is very expensive for us as it costs us INR 12 per
minute. Also the trouble is, when there is too heavy rainfall, mobile network do not function
efficiently."
Niyaj Ahmad
CDMC Member
Shivpur Gram Panchayat, Tikarpurva, Bahraich, India.
• Difference in Language
The network members forward the message which they get from DHM of Nepal to downstream
member of India. The message is written in roman Nepali or Nepali language which Indian
community cannot understand.
• Institutionalisation of Network and Sustainability
The network is informal and functions as loose forum. It doesn't have any legal or institutional
recognition. They are now supported by the two separate projects in Nepal and India. However,
its sustainability depends upon the community awareness and perception of flood early warning
messages.
• Bilateral Relationship
Sharing and interaction of the network members with government authorities of India and Nepal
together with gauge readers of different hydrological stations in Nepal is based on assumption
that smooth relationship between two countries is maintained forever. If any disturbances occur
in bilateral relationship, it will automatically hamper the smooth functioning of the network and
sharing of information.
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10. Way Forward
Border communities can act as entry points for establishing a bottom-up approach and cascade process
(top-down and lateral process) for dissemination and communication of actionable warning messages that
can help the community of either banks or downstream to reduce loss from trans-border floods. However,
these kind of informal networks of information sharing at community level across borders need to be
well supported by broader administrative and effective governance arrangements at national and regional
level. Though there exist several bilateral arrangements and platforms to deal with water governance
between Nepal and India, formal information sharing for flood early warnings has not been a priority. Both
countries need clear statements of bilateral waterrelated policies and strategies on flood risk reduction.
Vertical and horizontal communication and coordination between early warning stakeholders across
borders should be institutionalized. This one requires integration of national disaster management
hierarchical channel with inter-government levels through cooperation and collaboration. Integration
of national, local government and community EWS channel should be aligned with cooperation and
collaboration between trans-border government and trans-border communities through comprehensive
training for capacity building in four key elements of EWS. Capacity building should be done through
regular training and awareness building programmes. Establishment of a radio communications network
can further allow community members to exchange social or legal information from upstream community,
in addition to the data on flood. Overall, border communities need to be well organised and equipped with
sufficient knowledge on early warning system.
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About the Zurich Flood Resilience Alliance
An increase in severe flooding around the world has focused greater attention on finding
practical ways to address flood risk management. In response, Zurich Insurance Group
launched a global flood resilience programme in 2013. The programme aims to advance
knowledge, develop robust expertise and design strategies that can be implemented to
help communities in developed and developing countries strengthen their resilience to
flood risk.
To achieve these objectives, Zurich has entered into a multi-year alliance with the
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), the Wharton Business School’s Risk
Management and Decision Processes Center (Wharton) and the international
development non-governmental organization Practical Action. The alliance builds on the
complementary strengths of these institutions. It brings an interdisciplinary approach to
flood research, community-based programmes and risk expertise with the aim of
creating a comprehensive framework that will help to promote community flood
resilience. It seeks to improve the public dialogue around flood resilience, while
measuring the success of our efforts and demonstrating the benefits of pre-event risk
reduction, as opposed to post-event disaster relief.
Contact Madhab Uprety for information
Madhab.Uprety@practicalaction.org.np

Contact Dinanath Bhandari for information
Dinanath.Bhandari@practicalaction.org.np
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www.answers.practicalaction.org
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Lazimpat, Kathmandu
P.O. Box No. 15135, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: 00977 1 4423639, 4423640
Fax: 00977 1 442 3632
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